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The Robalo R180 is rightly named after a feisty
game fish. With a fast turn of speed, she’s the
perfect long-haul boat for offshore adventures
Words and photography
by Dave Lewis
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nook are one of the world’s
truly great light tackle game fish.
Found throughout the Caribbean
and Central America, these sleek,
powerful, streamlined fish are
perfectly built to deliver the rapid bursts
of speed and the head-shaking jumps sport
fishermen love.
The Spanish for snook is ‘robalo’, and the
boat we are going to look at is the Robalo
R180, as sleek and game a sport fisher
as you’ll find skimming across the ocean
anywhere, and well deserving of its name.
I first reviewed a Robalo centre-console
sport fisher on a media trip to Spain back

in 1992, and I was very impressed by its
high-speed handling qualities – as good as
those of any boat I had trialled up to that
point. Since then I have fished from various
Robalos, notably in Florida, where they are a
particularly popular choice with that state’s
hardcore sport fishermen.
Last time I stepped aboard a Robalo was
on a particularly foul, wet and windy winter’s
day off Pwllheli, on the Lleyn Peninsula in
North Wales. Neither sun block for me nor
the boat’s standard fitted Bimini sun top
was required, but it was a great day to assess
the sea-keeping qualities of a fast fishing
boat with serious offshore potential.
The boat I trialled was the smallest of the
Robalo centre-console range, the R180.
With an overall length of 5.59m (18.34ft) and
a 2.44m (8.01ft) beam, the R180 displaces
2,600lb and draws 0.69m (2.26ft). Rather
than being your typical centre-console

As soon as I boarded the Robalo R180 I felt at home – I’ve been aboard several in my time
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The boat handles
impeccably at all
levels of speed

fishing boat, she is a classic sport fisher
designed and built by a team that understand
the needs and requirements of the serious
offshore angler.
As soon as I boarded the Robalo R180
I felt at home. I know exactly what I want
from a boat, and where I want fixtures and
features fitted. The bow incorporates the
usual anchor locker, and there’s not much
else to add, other than this particular locker
has a pair of brackets to hold the protruding
lugs at either side of the blades of a standard
Danforth anchor. This is done in such a
way that when the time comes to use the
anchor it is easy to get a hold of and pull
free, without having to first untangle yards
of warp – brilliant!
COMFORT STATION
Then there’s what boat builders like to call a
‘head’, what non-nautical types call a toilet.
The Robalo R180 has a space ingeniously
incorporated within and accessed via the
forward edge of the centre console that is
designated for a chemical toilet, with plenty
of room to sit in comfort and contemplate
the world – a nice thought, especially if
you have a female boating partner, though
personally I’ve managed with a bucket for
years. I envisage this particular space as
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“As sleek a sport
fisher as you’ll
find anywhere”
being more valuable for storing the multitude
of bulky items we anglers take afloat with us.
Many purpose-made fishing boats have an
aerated livebait tank fitted, but usually these
are only large enough to maintain a couple
of dozen live sandeels at best in a healthy
state. The tank aboard the R180 holds a
voluminous 15 gallons, with rounded corners
that prevent bait from getting bunched up
and keep them swimming. It’s dark blue, and
tests have shown that bait can be maintained
in a livelier condition in dark surroundings.
Other key features include a 72-quart
Coleman cooler beneath the helmsman’s
seat, padded seats located within each
quarter, rod-rests and stowage racks, a
smart stainless pulpit rail, all necessary deck
hardware – including strategically located
grab handles – that all-important transom
boarding ladder, and lots of additional
locker-based stowage space.
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Buoyancy is provided by foam flotation,
so in the unlikely event of the cockpit
being swamped, the boat floats upright
and level. The self-draining deck has what
the manufacturers describe as a ‘diamond
lustre non-skid finish’. Inboard freeboard
is excellent, with high gunnels that fall
vertically to the main deck, which features
inboard padding for comfort.
The Robalo R180 comes with a 10-year
hull warranty. The test boat was fitted with
a 150hp four-stroke Yamaha, the maximum
rated engine size. Fuel is supplied via a 50
US-gallon (189-litre) fitted fuel tank.
OUT ON THE WATER
My day afloat had been arranged by Neville
Williams, MD of Pwllheli Marina-based
Ideal Boats, but conditions were, to say the
least, challenging, with sea conditions at
best borderline. It was only because we had
a relatively small sheltered area within the
lee of the harbour breakwaters that we were
able to venture out at all.
There’s not much I can say about the close
quarters, slow speed handling qualities of the
Robalo R180, other than that it performed
impeccably. Once out into open water I sat
back on our camera boat and watched as
Neville put the Robalo through its paces

View from the helm – a standard fitted Bimini
sun top was not required on the test day
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– pretty impressive stuff.
Like most American designed and built
fast sport fishers, the R180 has a deep V hull
that is perfect for slicing the hefty swell and
waves typically encountered offshore.
There’s little point in owning a fishing
boat intended for distant marks if the only
time you can benefit from its turn of speed is
when conditions are favourable.
Provided you drive her within sensible
parameters in keeping with the prevailing
conditions, then if things cut up rough while
you are out fishing you will be able to cruise
back at a reasonable speed, and in comfort.
RAPID TO RESPOND
By the time my opportunity to drive the
Robalo came I had already seen more than
enough to convince me that here was one hell
of a sea boat.
Her response to the throttle was rapid, just
what you need when running in seas that
demand constant attention via continual
adjustments to throttle and helm. Driven
sensibly, the hull cut even the heftiest waves
cleanly and if she did slam then it was entirely
down to operator error.
I quickly achieved a confidence in her
handling qualities that allowed me to really
enjoy the experience.
Certainly the Robalo R180 is one boat I
would love to have at my disposal for longhaul fishing trips 20, 30 or even 40 or more
miles offshore. Just like her namesake, the
snook, the Robalo R180 is sleek, fast and
very sporting. n
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top features of the Robalo R180

1 An 18-gallon livebait tank has

2 A 73-quart Coleman cooler is located

rounded corners and is dark blue inside

handily beneath the helmsman’s seat

3 Anchor locker brackets hold the lugs

4 The compass is centrally mounted

of a standard Danforth securely in place

above the controls for ease of visibility

5 Removing part of the centre seating

6 ...a chemical toilet with plenty of room

INFORMATION
n Cost of a Robalo R180, fitted with a Yamaha
115hp outboard, is £28,500. For more details, tel:
01758 703013 or 07813 581937.
Web: www.idealboat.com
Email: sales@idealboat.com

For more information on the full range of
Yamaha outboard engines visit the company’s
website: www.yamahaoutboards.com

console reveals a well-hidden feature...

to sit and contemplate the world going by

Up on the plane,
the Robalo shows
her best qualities
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